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��The Magic of the Aura Billy Roberts,2008 For those of you who
perceive ‘aura’ simply as a distinctive atmosphere or quality, The Magic
of the Aura will open your eyes to a completely new and fascinating
world and reveal the aura to be an incredible, scientifically proven
metaphysical phenomenon: an electromagnetic energy field of a
kaleidoscope of colors that surrounds each of us, reflecting our
consciousness, emotions and vitality and containing a complete
database of information about the individual. This handbook, aimed at
both the layman and working psychic, examines evidence for the existence
of the aura in various ancient cultures as well as relevant scientific
research, and takes the reader on a journey from understanding and seeing
the aura to harnessing and maximizing its power using a whole host of
easy-to-follow, step-by-step methods including meditation,
visualization, rhythmic breathing, water charging, dowsing, chanting,
chakra balancing and Pranic, color and crystal healing. This guide to
the aura illustrates how, by working on the faculties through the aura
to develop latent psychic skills, and by learning how to cultivate the
aura and use it to its full advantage, each of us can gain more control
over our lives, promote better health and vitality, develop a more
positive outlook and ultimately lead happier and more successful lives.
��Magic of the Aura Bruce Copen,1974
��The Magic In Your Hands Brian Snellgrove,2011-12-31 In this book
Brian Snellgrove will provide you with a method for seeing and tuning
into other peoples' auras - their problems, their needs and understanding
them, without a requirement for words. The author, who had an
international practice in South Africa, Australia, Finland, Ireland and
the UK, shares his experience of benign and non-invasive method of
analysis. Of use to counsellors, therapists, healers, sensitives - in fact
anyone having to do with human nature in all its aspects - this technique
is a well-tested and accurate way of determining how clients can be
most effectively helped to understand and face their circumstances.
��The Magic of Auras How to See, Feel and Heal the Human Auras
M.A.Hill,2015-01-20 This e-book is about auras.Aura is a concept
related to the field of spiritualism and parapsychology. The aura is an
energy field that surrounds each and every individual, animal, plant, and
object. This book is for those people who are interested in cultivating
their spiritual self learning about auras and wish to participate in a
knowledge that comes from many centuries ago.
��The Human Aura Davina DeSilver,2013-03-04 The Human Aura:
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Reading Auras & Colors This book goes beyond the entertainment of
aura and chakra colors, uncovering for the first time some of the
intensely personal and relevant information that sits in the human aura.
With powerful case studies and sensitively written, it is a delight to
read that will interest and intrigue many. It opens a doorway to an
unseen world, a world of energy and color, which has implications on
every area of life. Have you had an aura reading & want to know more
about auras and chakras and what the colors mean? Maybe you've had
an aura photograph & want to understand what it says about you.
This book will show you how to read auras & interpret the information
that many people miss. Naturally improve your own psychic abilities and
psychic development by reading auras. Working with the aura and the
energy of the human body you quickly and effortlessly start to expand
your own psychic awareness. This is a language of color that is very
easy to learn and interpret. Discover How to sense energy What the
aura colors mean The Magic Matrix -a tool that makes reading auras
easy How to improve your own intuitive, psychic ability How to
protect your energy Aura Colors Covered: The Red Aura The Orange
Aura What Does a Yellow Aura mean? Do you have a Green Aura?
What's the main thing people with a Blue Aura need to be aware of? The
Indigo & Violet Auras The Crystal Aura What Brown & Pink in the
Aura mean Do have the passion of red, the sensitivity of blue or the
loving heart of green in your aura? How about your friends and family -
what colors are they? Understand the seven main chakras, the energy
centers in the human aura and the association they each have with us on
a mental, physical emotional and spiritual level. When you understand
the aura you can manage your energy and take your well-being to a
whole new level.
��Magical Auras Bettina Bernoth-Fisslinger,1996
��How to See and Read the Aura Ted Andrews,2006 Anyone can learn
to see and experience the aura more effectively. -Ted Andrews If you''ve
ever felt immediately comfortable-or uncomfortable-around someone
you''ve just met, you''ve probably sensed a person''s aura. Now you can
learn to actually see the aura-the energy field that surrounds the
human body. Popular author Ted Andrews presents simple and effective
techniques for not only seeing auras, but also deciphering what the aura
reveals about a person''s physical, emotional, and spiritual self.
Discover how to: See the colors of the aura and interpret their meanings
Make simple tools to measure the aura Cleanse, strengthen, and protect
your own aura Increase your sensitivity and intuition Boost your
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energy and improve your health
��Magical Auras Bettina Bernoth,2014-09-26 This easy to read book
will be a fun, exciting way to experience and understand your personal
aura photo. Through the world of aura photography or the more
advanced aura video technology, it will be possible to see your very
own feelings and thoughts like a clairvoyant.Go beyond and open for
yourself a new dimension to this future technology.
��Aura of Magic Patricia Rice,2017-03-14 From NYT bestselling
author, Patricia Rice, the fourth book and an enticing addition to the
Unexpected Magic series. . . Brighid Darrow, Countess of Carstairs, has
endured years of a loveless marriage in order to aid her friends and the
people of Northridge. Yet once she is widowed, the village shuns her with
accusations of witchcraft—vilifying her unique gift of reading auras.
Released from past restraints, Bridey rebelliously embraces her dream of
establishing a forbidden school for midwives. Having spent his life being
all that is proper in hopes of earning a title in return for services to the
crown, Aaron Pascoe-Ives, illegitimate son of a marquess, is ordered to
Northridge to save the royal mines from rioters. Any hope of aid from the
beautiful but aloof countess is dashed when his incorrigible twins
endanger their young lives by following him, mystifyingly insisting that
Countess of Carstairs is their new mother. Bridey and Pascoe face
ghosts, assassins, and riots—but nothing as perilous as the irresistible
attraction between them. With hard-fought goals at risk, they must
make the ultimate choice between achieving dreams—or losing each other.
Scroll up and get your copy AURA OF MAGIC today! Reviews: “Patricia
Rice weaves magical love stories” - Mary Jo Putney, NY Times
Bestselling Author “Known for her masterful talent for writing whimsy,
humor and mayhem, Rice gives the reader a delightful romantic adventure
in . . . her Unexpected Magic series”—Joan Hammond, RT Reviews 4 ½ stars
��The Little Book of Aura Healing Laura Styler,2020-10-20 Awaken
your personal power--easy techniques to understand, read, and heal
your aura The Little Book of Aura Healing is your beginner's guide to
what your aura is and how you can heal and maintain it for better well-
being. Begin with a brief background on how auras work before diving into
specifics of each color, each layer, and practical aura balancing
techniques that anyone can do. The Little Book of Aura Healing
illuminates how your aura is connected to your physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual health. Start healing your aura right away with:
Practical techniques--Explore simple practices for reading, healing, and
strengthening your aura, with friendly language and helpful
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illustrations. Learn the signs--Discover ways to identify an aura that's
imbalanced and how to align the energy of your thoughts, emotions,
intentions, and actions for greater aural symmetry. The seven layers--
Learn about the color, size, chakra, and personality traits associated
with each of the seven main layers of your aura, and how to heal the
ones that need your attention most. This book is your ultimate guide to
auras and their colors as well as simple practices to read, cleanse, and
heal them.
��The Complete Book of Auras Richard Webster,2010-11-08 Have you
ever wanted to get an immediate picture of someone's mood, personality,
state of health, or true nature? It's easy to learn to recognize and
interpret the aura—the colorful bands of energy that emanate from the
soul. And once you do, you'll have a powerful edge in achieving goals,
improving your health, helping others, and enjoying success in all areas
of your life. Based on decades of teaching thousands of people this life-
enriching practice, Richard Webster shares proven, step-by-step
techniques for seeing, feeling, strengthening, and cleansing the aura.
Through meditations, visualizations, and creative exercises, you'll learn
to tap into the body's chakra system—the energy centers that
correspond to the aura's seven layers—and discover simple ways to:
Clear and balance your chakras using crystals and pendulums Recognize
signs of illness and heal yourself Protect your aura from psychic
attack Give accurate readings for others Read the auras of your pets
and treat their ailments
��Auras Eliza Swann,2020-04-14 If you want to explore the energy
and beauty of auras, simply start here! Auras: The Anatomy of the Aura
is a modern illustrated guide to the ancient practice of aura reading. The
latest title in The Start Here Guide Series, this is the perfect book to
introduce readers to the power and beauty of auras. These layered veils
of energy surround all physical things and reflect the state of their
internal energy flow. Author and teacher Eliza Swann demystifies the
world of auras and brings an ancient tradition into the modern era,
teaching readers: - What an “aura” is from both mystical and scientific
perspectives - Techniques for learning to perceive auras - The history of
the concept of auras - An in-depth explanation of the layers of the
human aura - An extensive glossary of terminology relating to the
human aura - How to heal the human aura Black and white illustrations
throughout the book help readers visualize the techniques as they read.
Packed with information yet always fun and accessible, Auras is the
ultimate beginners guide!
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��Aura Reading for Beginners Richard Webster,2011-10-08 Fully
comprehend those around you by learning to read their aura, the
energetic manifestation of the soul. Watch for a dirty red haze around
those who have just lost their temper, or an expanded aura for those
doing philanthropic deeds. Learn to see auras through the proven methods
taught by Richard Webster in his psychic training classes, including
exploring the chakra system and learning how to restore balance. Then,
begin to imprint your desires into your aura to attract what you want
in your life.These proven methods for seeing and reading auras will help
you: Interpret the meanings of colors in the aura Find a career that is
best suited for you Relate better to the people in your life Enjoy
excellent health Discover areas of your life that you need to work on
Imprint what you want in your future into your aura Discover the signs
of impending ill health, drug abuse, and pain Change the state of your
aura and stimulate specific chakras through music, crystals, color
��Auras 101 Gabriel Hudson Bain,1998-05-01 One of America's
foremost Aura-Sight instructors presents a remarkable book for seeing
the aura. Explained in simple layman's terms, with easy-to-grasp
explanations and instructions. A book full of knowledgeable and useable
material. Gabriel's credentials include 25 years of aura study, with 12
years of leading successful workshops on developing aura awareness.
Great Illustrations and Simple Techniques Train your eyes to see.
Included with this study booklet are 5 color symbols from the Ancient
Mystery Schools.
��A Little Bit of Auras Cassandra Eason,2018-03-06 A user-friendly
beginner’s guide to understanding auras and how to find your own aura.
If you’re interested in learning about auras—colored energy fields that
surround people, animals, plants, crystals, and even places—this handy,
accessible book is a wonderful starting point. Cassandra Eason explains
a variety of techniques for sensing, seeing, and interpreting the
aura—your own, those of both individuals and groups, and those of
your pets—and how you can cleanse, heal, strengthen, and protect the
aura. In addition, there are also a range of spiritually enhancing hands-
on exercises to try.
��Auras Eliza Swann,2020-04-14
��Auras Embrosewyn Tazkuvel,2015-12-31 Auras: How to See, Feel &
Know, is like three books in one! 1. It's an information packed, full color,
complete training manual with 17 time tested exercises and 47 photos
and illustrations to help you quickly be able to see Auras in vibrant
color! It is the only full color book on auras available. 2. An
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entertaining read as Embrosewyn recalls his early childhood and high
school experiences seeing auras, and the often humorous reactions by
everyone from his mother to his friends when he told them what he saw. 3.
Plus, a fascinating chapter on body language. Embrosewyn teaches in his
workshops to not just rely on your interpretation of the aura alone,
but to confirm it with another indicator such as body language. Auras:
How to See, Feel & Know, goes in depth with thorough explanations and
great pictures to show you all the common body language indicators
used to confirm what someone's aura is showing you. Auras includes: 17
dynamic eye exercises to help you rapidly begin to see the beautiful world
of auras! 47 full color pictures and illustrations (in the Kindle or Full
Color print edition).Anyone with vision in both eyes can begin seeing
vividly colored auras around any person with just 5 minutes of
practice! Learn how to: See the 7 layers of the aura using Embrosewyn's
pioneering technique Understand the meaning of the patterns and shadows
observed in the layers Train your eyes to instantly switch back and
forth from aura to normal vision Understand the meaning and nuances of
every color of the rainbow in an aura Use your aura as a shield against
negative energy or people Power up your aura to have greater
achievement in any endeavor Interpret body language to confirm
observations of the aura Cut negative energy cords to disharmonious
people Understand health conditions and ailments through the aura The
secret to aura sight is to retrain the focusing parts of your eyes to see
things that have always been there, but you have never been able to see
before. It's really not complicated. Anyone can do it using Embrosewyn's
proven techniques and eye exercises. The author has been seeing brightly
colored auras for over 60 years and teaching others to begin seeing
auras within 5 minutes for the last 22 years. Auras: How to See, Feel &
Know, includes all the power techniques, tools and Full Color eye
exercises from his popular workshops. For those who already have
experience seeing auras, the deeper auric layers and subtle auric nuances
and the special ways to focus your eyes to see them, are explained in
detail, with Full Color pictures and illustrations to show you how the
deeper layers and auric aberrations appear. There are 4 versions of
Auras: How to See, Feel & Know. It contains 47 Full Color photos and
illustrations showing the most realistic pictures of auras you have
ever seen. To get the maximum benefit and quickly become proficient at
seeing auras, the Full Color version is available as either a Kindle
eBook, a standard paperback or a large picture paperback. A less
expensive black & white version of the paperback is also available. The
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best value by far, packed full of fascinating, useful information, filled
with dozens of original illustrations, eye exercise and pictures, all in
Full Color, plus dynamic, interactive content is, Auras: How to See,
Feel & Know. A rainbow world of light awaits you! Want to know
more?Scroll to the upper left of the page and click on Look Inside
��Auras Embrosewyn Tazkuvel,2017-08-29 Auras: How to See, Feel &
Know, is like three books in one! 1. It's an information packed, full color,
complete training manual with 17 time tested exercises and 47 photos
and illustrations to help you quickly be able to see Auras in vibrant
color! It is the only full color book on auras available. 2. An
entertaining read as Embrosewyn recalls his early childhood and high
school experiences seeing auras, and the often humorous reactions by
everyone from his mother to his friends when he told them what he saw. 3.
Plus, a fascinating chapter on body language. Embrosewyn teaches in his
workshops to not just rely on your interpretation of the aura alone,
but to confirm it with another indicator such as body language. Auras:
How to See, Feel & Know, goes in depth with thorough explanations and
great pictures to show you all the common body language indicators
used to confirm what someone's aura is showing you. Auras includes: 17
dynamic eye exercises to help you rapidly begin to see the beautiful world
of auras! 47 full color pictures and illustrations. Anyone with vision
in both eyes can begin seeing vividly colored auras around any person
with just 5 minutes of practice! Learn how to: See the 7 layers of the
aura using Embrosewyn's pioneering technique Understand the meaning of
the patterns and shadows observed in the layers Train your eyes to
instantly switch back and forth from aura to normal vision Understand
the meaning and nuances of every color of the rainbow in an aura Use
your aura as a shield against negative energy or people Power up your
aura to have greater achievement in any endeavor Interpret body
language to confirm observations of the aura Cut negative energy cords
to disharmonious people Understand health conditions and ailments
through the aura
��Auras Valerie W. Holt,2016-12-01 Discover How to Read and See
Energy Fields Have you been learning about the realm of Auras, but want
to get a deeper understanding of each color's meaning? In this book,
Valerie goes over not only the meanings of the colors but also the
effect fear and stress have on auras and ways to protect your aura
from these harmful effects. Here's a peek at what you'll learn from this
book: Aura Color Meanings The Effect Fear has on Auras How to
Protect Your Aura Psychic Development and Aura Relation And more...
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Learn all the tips and tricks!
��Walking with Spirits Taylor Ellwood,2020-08-27 In Walking with
Spirits, I share my process for connecting and working with spirits that
enables you to get consistent results, while building collaborative
relationships with the spirits you work with. Working with spirits
doesn’t have to involve the coercion of spirits that you find in
conventional approaches to spirit work. What I share is an alternative
approach that enables you to develop a friendly relationship with the
spirits you work with and allows you to get results. Instead of trying
to force a spirit to do something for you, you’ll learn the following:
How to create a rapport with spirits that allows you to become allies.
Why a co-equal relationship with spirits is better than any other type
of relationship you could form. What the problems are with
conventional Western spirit work techniques such as what you find in
the grimoires. How to use experiential embodiment to connect with spirits.
How to use a simplified approach to invocation and evocation that
allows you to work with spirits and get results. If you’re ready to
learn a different approach to working with spirits, where you don’t
create enemies, and instead have life long relationships where you and the
spirits from working with each other, Walking with Spirits will show
you a different path for working with spirits that gets you results.

Unveiling the Magic of Words: A Overview of "The Magic Of The Aura"

In a world defined by information and interconnectivity, the enchanting
power of words has acquired unparalleled significance. Their ability to
kindle emotions, provoke contemplation, and ignite transformative change
is truly awe-inspiring. Enter the realm of "The Magic Of The Aura," a
mesmerizing literary masterpiece penned with a distinguished author,
guiding readers on a profound journey to unravel the secrets and
potential hidden within every word. In this critique, we shall delve in to
the book is central themes, examine its distinctive writing style, and
assess its profound effect on the souls of its readers.
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